Did you know that the world’s most colorful gem is actually colorless? Opals
literally make color by diffracting light into its pure color components. Unique in this
phenomenal capability, opal has been a highly prized gemstone for more than 2,000 years due to
its vivid, scintillating display of pure color.
Opal Fields Jewelry specializes in the exotic black opal from Queensland Australia, one of the
World’s most rare and striking gems. A member of the American Gem Society, Opal Fields is
staffed with Certified Gemologists and award winning jewelry designer/goldsmiths. Locally
owned and a must-see while visiting Hawaii, this store offers a unique shopping experience. In
all price ranges, select a beautiful black opal or other fine gem that will be treasured for
generations!
From Opal Fields’ comes this wonderful brooch/ pendant titled Dancing Crane. It is set with a
rare and beautiful Queensland boulder black opal. In mythology, the dance of the crane portrays
a love of joy and celebration of life. The ultimate natural symbol of happiness, wisdom and
eternal youth, the crane’s powerful wings were believed to be able to convey souls up to
paradise and to carry people to higher levels of spiritual enlightenment.
Since Roman times opal has been a symbol of hope and purity and the Australian Aborigines
believed it to have a spiritual value proof of their ancestor’s presence. The Egyptians believed
opal was very powerful in attracting and enhancing relationship, with your opposite sex.
Cleopatra adored opal and the story of Roman General Mark Anthony’s pursuit of the opal
owned by Roman Senator Nonius is legend.
Located in Honolulu Hawaii, Opal Fields is a favorite for residents and vacationers from around
the world. Visit Opal Fields to see this extraordinary jewelry design and of course, if the one-ofa-kind Dancing Crane flies away before you get your chance to see it you’ll always find great
opal and gem treasures to experience at Opal Fields!
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